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Abstract: Recently, loop integrands for certain Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes and
correlation functions have been shown to be systematically expressible in d log form, rais-
ing the possibility that these loop integrals can be performed directly without Feynman
parameters. We do so here to give a new description of the planar 1-loop MHV amplitude
in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. We explicitly incorporate the standard Feynman i pre-
scription into the integrands. We find that the generic MHV diagram contributing to the
1-loop MHV amplitude, known as Kermit, is dual conformal invariant up to the choice of
reference twistor explicit in our axial gauge (the generic MHV diagram was already known
to be finite). The new formulae for the amplitude are nontrivially related to previous ones
in the literature. The divergent diagrams are evaluated using mass regularization. Our
techniques extend directly to higher loop diagrams, and we illustrate this by sketching the
evaluation of a non-trivial 2-loop example. We expect this to lead to a simple and efficient
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without the assumption of planarity.
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1 Introduction
The planar 1-loop MHV amplitude of N = 4 super Yang-Mills (sYM) has proved to be
one of the most important multipoint amplitudes. It was first computed in [1] via uni-
tarity methods as a sum of box functions of kinematic invariants, expressible as a sum
of dilogs and infrared divergent terms. It now provides a reference point for subsequent
methods and techniques. Following Witten’s discovery of twistor-string theory [2], it was
found that sYM amplitudes could be computed using the MHV diagram formalism (where
Maximal Helicity Violating, or MHV, tree amplitudes are used as the Feynman vertices
for constructing all other amplitudes [3, 4]). The calculation of the planar 1-loop MHV
amplitude based on the MHV diagram formalism in [5] was the first clear indication that
this would work beyond tree level. Subsequently, planar amplitudes and correlation func-
tions of N = 4 sYM were found to have many more remarkable properties. In addition
to superconformal symmetry, they also have dual superconformal symmetry [6–9] giving
rise to Yangian symmetry [10, 11]. Dual superconformal symmetry stems from a duality
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between scattering amplitudes and null polygonal Wilson loops [12–16]; the dual super-
conformal symmetry for the amplitude is the ordinary superconformal symmetry for the
Wilson-loop.1 A key early example of this duality was the computation of the 1-loop con-
tribution to the null-polygonal Wilson loop [23], which gave the 1-loop MHV amplitude
stripped of its Parke-Taylor tree prefactor precisely.
Further insights emerge when gauge theories are formulated in twistor space. In an
axial gauge, the Feynman vertices of the twistor action correspond to MHV tree amplitudes
and can be used to generate other amplitudes and correlation functions, providing the
origin for the MHV diagram formalism [14, 24–28]. Furthermore, the momentum twistor
space that makes dual conformal invariance manifest [29] is the twistor space for the null
polygonal Wilson loop dual to the scattering amplitudes. This Wilson loop can be re-
expressed in momentum twistor space as a holomorphic Wilson-loop [14] that can also be
computed by MHV diagrams. The amplitude/Wilson loop duality is then simply realized
as planar duality for the corresponding MHV-diagrams, which are the the twistor space
Feynman diagrams in an axial gauge. In approaches based on MHV diagrams, the axial
gauge breaks dual conformal symmetry by virtue of a choice of reference twistor Z∗ that
determines the direction in which the twistor space gauge field is trivialized. The loop
integrands constructed from MHV diagrams are otherwise dual conformal invariant and
manifest the appropriate permutation symmetries. See [30] for a review of these twistor
related developments.
Recently it was discovered that for certain gauge theory scattering amplitudes and
correlation functions, the loop integrands can be expressed in d log form. More precisely,
for MHV amplitudes, the loop integrand is a product of exterior derivatives of logarithms
of rational functions and for higher MHV degree, the loop integrand consists of d log s
multiplied by delta functions. Indeed, the Feynman rules for the twistor holomorphic
Wilson loop can be rewritten in d log form [31]. These Feynman rules are very similar to
those for the amplitude in twistor space as described in [28] as they have the same origin
in the twistor action. Furthermore, many of these ideas are are not restricted to planarity
or maximal supersymmetry, so the d log form is likely to apply more generally.
From the point of view of the twistor Wilson loop, the d log form of loop integrands
of planar N = 4 sYM amplitudes has a simple geometric interpretation: the rational func-
tions that are arguments of the d logs correspond to insertion points of propagators on
MHV vertices or edges of the Wilson loop. The external data of the scattering amplitude
is encoded in the integration contours, which are given by reality conditions on the line
determining the loop momentum in twistor space. An alternative d log form was obtained
in [32] from BCFW recursion using on-shell diagrams and the Grassmannan integral for-
mula.2 In the alternative approach, the rational functions in the d log form correspond to
1There is furthermore a Wilson loop/correlator duality [17–22].
2BCFW recursion relations (which relate higher point on-shell amplitudes to lower-point on-shell ampli-
tudes [33–35]) can also be simply realised in twistor space [36, 37], expressing full superconformal invariance.
This led to a formula that generates the amplitudes and leading singularities of N = 4 sYM via a contour
integral over a Grassmannian [38]. There is a parallel Grassmannian dual conformal invariant formula
for the Wilson loop [39], and the translation between the two expresses the Yangian symmetry in this
framework [40]. BCFW recursion was extended to generate the loop integrand in [35, 41].
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BCFW shifts which arise from an on-shell diagram formulation of the all-loop recursion
relations. In both approaches, it is clear that the d log form of the loop integrand is not
really tied to planarity, nor to maximal supersymmetry, but in this paper we nevertheless
focus on these most basic and simplest examples.
The loop integrand is not however the main objective; one is really after fully integrated
amplitudes and correlation functions. The attraction of the d log form of the integrand is
that it is very suggestive for direct integration without Feynman parameters. In this form,
the integrand is locally exact so it should be possible to iteratively use Stokes theorem to
reduce integration to combinatorics. The integrals are still nontrivial to perform, however,
since one must take into account the contour of integration. Indeed, this is where the
kinematic data is encoded. Furthermore, the singularities made explicit in the d log form
mean that the answer very much depends on the contour. In our formulation, the integrand
of an L-loop MHV amplitude consists of d log’s of 4L variables, and half of these are
constrained to be real by the reality constraints in momentum twistor space. For a complex
variable s, d log s = ds/s is integrable and well-defined, but for s real, the integral of
d log s is not well-defined unless regulated by some i prescription. We will see that these
real integration variables are directly related to physical propagators in space-time and
so we must use the Feynman i prescription to make these real integrals well defined.
Another puzzle is that the degree of transcendentality for an L-loop amplitude is expected
to be 2L, whereas naively the integral of an expression in 4L d logs would usually define a
polylogarithm expression of transcendentality degree 4L. The resolution of this is that the
usual definition of Lik, which has of transcentality degree k, involves k iterated indefinite
integrals, but our integral is compact with no boundary. We will see that in the integration
procedure, half the d logs are used to restrict the contour to one that is a product of
2L intervals with the remaining integrand in d log form as required for transcendality
degree 2L.
Here we develop a systematic method for evaluating the integrals of loop amplitudes
from the d log form of their integrands. We focus on the 1-loop MHV amplitude, for which
we give a complete treatment. In this case there is only one contributing MHV-diagramKij ,
where i, j = 1, . . . , n index the external legs of the amplitude, that has become known as
Kermit.3 The integrand for Kij is the same as the integrand for the 1-loop MHV amplitude
obtained by [35] via BCFW recursion, although this equivalence between MHV-diagrams
and BCFW expressions is a coincidence that does not persist to higher loop orders or MHV
degree. The full planar 1-loop MHV amplitude is given by
A(1, . . . , n) = 1
2
∑
i,j
Kij . (1.1)
In the generic case |i− j| ≥ 2, our new formulae for Kij are
Kij = Li2
(
ai j
v∗
)
+ Li2
(
ai−1 j−1
v∗
)
− Li2
(
ai−1 j
v∗
)
− Li2
(
ai j−1
v∗
)
+ c.c. (1.2)
where aij = 〈i|xij |j] /(〈iη¯〉 [ηj]) = iZi ·Z¯j , v∗ = x2ij/2〈η¯|xij |η], and η is the reference spinor.
We have normalized the external twistors so that 〈iη¯〉 = Zi · Z¯∗ = 1. If we use (3.10) for v∗,
3Because of the diagram’s resemblance to a puppet frog of the same name.
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we see that this has manifest (dual) conformal symmetry up to the choice of a reference
twistor Z∗ (which encodes the reference spinor). Dual conformal invariance is broken only in
the divergent diagrams when |i−j| = 1. We regulate this case by taking i→ i−m2 when
implementing the i prescription, where m2 is the mass parameter for a mass regulation.
We find that
Kii+1 = −1
4
(
ln2
(
m2
x2ii+2
)
+ ln
(
x2i−1i+1
x2ii+2
)
ln
(
x2ii+2
))− 2pi2
3
+O(m). (1.3)
Finally, when i = j, Kermit vanishes Kii = 0. This result has the standard divergent
behaviour.
Our results for the planar 1-loop MHV amplitude of N = 4 sYM are nontrivially
related to previous formulae. The formulae obtained in [1] expressed the answer in terms
of a sum of two mass easy box functions, each a sum of 5 dilogs. In [5, 23] the two-mass
easy box function was reduced to a simpler form containing just four dilogarithms via a
9 term dilog identity. Although the analysis in [5] verified the applicability of the MHV-
diagram formalism for these loop amplitudes, it was not possible in that analysis to derive
an expression for a single Kermit diagram since different choices of reference spinor were
made for different cuts contributing to a single Kermit. Indeed, the results in [5] do not
have manifest dual conformal invariance and non-trivial dilog identities must be used to
relate our formulae to theirs as we see in A. In appendix B, we verify that (1.3) reproduces
the form of the 1-loop 4-point MHV amplitude obtained in [44].
The method for obtaining the 1-loop MHV amplitude described here is substantially
simpler than previous methods. We expect that the techniques developed in this paper will
extend to higher-loop scattering amplitudes and correlation functions in N = 4 sYM as
well as to other field theories. As far as the higher-loop MHV amplitude is concerned, our
argument in [31] for reduction of an L-loop MHV integrand into d log form first showed that
it could be built essentially from L Kermits, albeit with some as arguments of others. We
illustrate this in section 5, where we sketch the evaluation of a nontrivial 2-loop diagram.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review momentum twistors and the
d log form of the planar 1-loop MHV amplitude of N = 4 sYM. In section 3, we we explain
how to implement the Feynman i prescription and present the result for generic Wilson
loop diagrams contributing to the 1-loop MHV amplitude. In section 4, we describe how to
regulate divergent Wilson loop diagrams using mass-regularization. In section 5, we explain
how our methods can be applied to higher loop planar amplitudes, and illustrate this by
giving a preliminary discussion of a nontrivial two-loop example. In section 6, we present
some conclusions and describe some future directions. In appendix A, we show that our
result for the generic Wilson-loop diagram is equivalent to the result for the 1-loop MHV
amplitude previously obtained in [5] using unitarity methods applied to the MHV diagram
formalism. In appendix B we provide more details about mass-regularization of divergent
Wilson loop diagrams. In appendix C, we reduce the symbol of the 1-loop MHV amplitude
to a sum over terms that consist of the ingredients in Kermit as used in section 3 to show
that our generic term gives rise to the correct symbol up to terms that cancel telescopically.
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2 Background
In this section, we review the basic definitions and set up the notation for the rest of the
paper. First we review variables which are useful for computing planar on-shell scattering
amplitudes in N = 4 sYM, notably region momenta and momentum twistors. Then we
review the 1-loop MHV amplitude in N = 4 sYM, in particular the d log form of its loop
integrand.
2.1 Momentum twistors
We first write on-shell momenta in two-component spinor form as follows:
pαα˙ = λαλ˜α˙
where α = 0, 1 and α˙ = 0˙, 1˙ are chiral and antichiral spinor indices. The particles also have
fermionic supermomentum
qαa = λαρa,
where a is an SU(4) R-symmetry index and ρ is fermionic. The n-point superamplitudes
are then functions of n such (λ, ρ) variables, one for each external particle. For example, a
tree-level n-point MHV superamplitude has the following simple form
AMHVn =
δ4 (P ) δ8 (Q)
〈12〉 〈23〉 . . . 〈n1〉 (2.1)
where P =
∑n
i=1 pi, Q =
∑n
i=1 qi, and 〈ij〉 = αβλαi λβj .
Dual superconformal symmetry for planar N = 4 sYM amplitudes can be seen by
arranging the external supermomenta of a colour ordered amplitude into a polygon and
writing the amplitude as a function of the vertices of this polygon, which lives in ‘region
momentum space’. Dual superconformal symmetry then corresponds to ordinary confor-
mal symmetry in region momentum space. The region momentum space coordinates are
defined by
(xi − xi+1)α˙α = λαi λ˜α˙i , (θi − θi+1)aα = λαi ρai . (2.2)
This representation automatically incorporates momentum conservation. The duality be-
tween amplitudes and Wilson-loops is the equivalence of the planar scattering amplitude
with the planar Wilson-loop around this polygon.
The dual superconformal symmetry of the amplitudes can be made more manifest by
writing the polygon in terms of (momentum) supertwistors:(
ZAi , χ
a
i
)
=
(
λiα, µ
α˙
i , χ
a
i
)
.
They transform in the fundamental representation of the dual superconformal group
SU(2, 2|4) and relate to the region supermomenta by the ‘incidence relations’
µα˙i = −ixα˙αi λiα, χai = −iθaαi λiα. (2.3)
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These express a point (x, θ) in space-time as a complex projective line X in twistor space,
i.e. the point xi corresponds to the line Xi passing through both Zi and Zi−1. Such a
projective line in twistor space can be represented as a skew twistor
XABi =
Z
[A
i Z
B]
i−1
〈ii− 1〉 (2.4)
where we have normalized using the spinor brackets in the denominator. Although the
skew twistor is conformally invariant up to scale, its normalisation is not and requires the
knowledge of the ‘infinity twistor’ IAB defined by
〈ij〉 = IABZAi ZBj , IAB =
(
αβ 0
0 0
)
.
Given this, setting xij = xi− xj , the distance between two points in the dual space can be
written in terms of momentum twistors as follows:
x2ij := (xi − xj)2 =
(ii− 1jj − 1)
〈ii− 1〉 〈jj − 1〉 , (ijkl) = ABCDZ
A
i Z
B
j Z
C
k Z
D
l .
If the spacetime has Lorentzian signature, the complex conjugate of a twistor ZA is a
dual twistor given by Z¯A =
(
µ¯α, λ¯α˙
)
. The reality condition that the polygon lies in real
Minkowski space is that
Z¯iA = αεABCDZ
B
i−1Z
C
i Z
D
i+1 ,
for some α 6= 0.
In the MHV diagram formalism, we also have a reference spinor ηα˙ which, in momen-
tum twistors we incorporate as a reference twistor
Z∗ =
(
0, ηα˙
)
.
Ordinarily the twistors Zi do not have a natural choice of scaling (just as λi does not).
However, we will find it convenient in what follows to normalize all the λi and hence Zi
so that
〈λi η¯〉 = Zi · Z¯∗ = 1 .
With this, we can now form the invariants
aij := iZi · Z¯j = 〈i|xij |j]〈iη¯〉 [ηj] , (2.5)
where we have included the factors in the denominator in order to indicate our normaliza-
tion of the external twistors. For simplicity, we will set these normalization factors to 1
in the remainder of the paper. These invariants are, up to normalisation, the same as the
invariants (i j − 1 j j + 1) used elsewhere, e.g. [42, 43]. Note that they differ by a factor
of i from those used in [31]. These depend also on the reference twistor, and only those
combinations that are independent of the choice of the scalings of the Zi are fully (dual-)
conformal invariant. However, we cannot expect to obtain quantities that are independent
of the reference twistor from MHV diagrams in the first instance, so the aij are a natural
set of kinematic variables for us.
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Figure 1. 1-loop MHV diagram in the CSW formalism.
2.2 The 1-loop MHV amplitude
In the MHV diagram formalism, loop amplitudes in N = 4 sYM can be computed using
the tree-level MHV amplitudes (2.1) as the Feynman vertices with scalar propagators. The
diagrams for the planar 1-loop MHV amplitude are obtained by connecting two MHV
vertices by two propagators, and a generic example is depicted in figure 1. The external
region momenta as defined by (2.2) are supplemented by x0 for the loop momentum and
the regions (xi, xj), which are adjacent to the two propagators. The full planar 1-loop
MHV amplitude is given by summing over all (i, j) with i 6= j. As for an amplitude, a
vertex must have at least three legs. The MHV vertices (2.1) are extended off-shell so that
the off-shell momentum x0i corresponds to the spinor [η|x0i and so on.
After stripping off the MHV tree amplitude, the diagram in figure 1 is given by [5]
Kij =
∫ 〈i− 1 i〉〈j − 1 j〉d4x0
x20ix
2
0j〈i− 1|x0i|η]〈i|x0i|η]〈j − 1|x0j |η]〈j|x0j |η]
(2.6)
where η is the reference spinor and xij = xi − xj . The object Kij is sometimes referred to
as Kermit. In terms of momentum twistors, Kermit is given by [27]∫
d4|4ZA d4|4ZB ((∗i− 1i [A) (B] j − 1j∗))2
(Vol GL2)(AB i−1 i)(AB j−1 j)(AB ∗ i−1)(AB ∗ i)(AB ∗ j−1)(AB ∗ j) (2.7)
where the reference spinor η has been embeded in the reference twistor Z∗ = (0, ηα˙) , the
loop region momentum x0 corresponds to the line spanned by the twistors (ZA, ZB), and
the GL2 is associated with the choice of (ZA, ZB) from within their span and is understood
to be fixed by a standard Fadeev-Popov procedure. The singularity structure is given by
the intersection of the line X0 with the solid lines in twistor space depicted in figure 2
(the wiggly lines correspond to the numerator factors) which has a superficial similarity to
Kermit the frog. The integrand in (2.7) is the same as the integrand for the 1-loop MHV
amplitude obtained using all-loop BCFW recursion in [35]. In that reference, the role of
the reference twistor is played by Z1.
The d log form of the integrand for Kermit as given in [31] is most easily expressed in
terms of the holomorphic Wilson loop in twistor space that is dual to the planar S-matrix of
N = 4 sYM. In particular, the arguments of the d logs are the coordinates corresponding
to insertion points of propagators onto MHV vertices or edges of the Wilson loop. We
– 7 –
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Z∗
i−1
j−1
j
i
Figure 2. Kermit diagram for 1-loop MHV diagram.
Figure 3. A generic Wilson loop diagram contributing to the 1-loop MHV amplitude.
now briefly review how this arises for Kermit, see [31] for further details. The twistor
Wilson loop Feynman diagram that corresponds to Kermit is given in figure 3. It is
related to figure 1 by planar duality, which exchanges loops in the amplitude diagram with
MHV vertices in the Wilson loop diagram, as depicted in figure 4. Hence the loop region
momentum x0 in figure 1 corresponds to the line MHV vertex in figure 3 supported on
the line in twistor space spanned by the twistors (ZA, ZB). The wavy lines in figure 3
correspond to propagators in twistor space.4
Propagators in the twistor Wilson loop diagram correspond to delta functions
∆(Z,Z ′) :=
1
2pii
δ¯2|4(Z,Z∗, Z ′) :=
1
2pii
∫
C2
du
u
dv
v
δ¯4|4(Z + uZ∗ + vZ ′)
in twistor space which is essentially a delta function restricting Z and Z ′ to lie along a line
through Z∗ and a Cauchy pole along that line when Z meets Z ′. As explained in [31], it is
possible to define the parameters in the propagators and fix the GL2 freedom so that on
integrating out the ZA and ZB, the delta functions enforce ZA and ZB to be
ZA = is0Z∗ +
Zi−1 + sZi
1 + s
, ZB = it0Z∗ +
Zj−1 + tZj
1 + t
(2.8)
4More generally, a twistor Wilson loop diagram with L MHV vertices will correspond to an L-loop
amplitude. In general, a twistor Wilson loop diagram with P propagators and LMHV vertices, corresponds
to an L-loop NkMHV amplitude, where k = P − 2L.
– 8 –
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xi
xj
x
X
Zj
Zj−1
Zi−1
Zi
⇐⇒
Figure 4. Amplitude/Wilson-loop duality for 1-loop MHV diagram.
where (s0, t0, s, t) are rational functions of the loop momentum that can be used as alter-
native integration variables for the twistor Wilson loop diagram. In terms of (s0, t0, s, t),
the Kermit integral reduces to
Kij = − 1
4pi2
∫
d ln s0 d ln t0 d ln s d ln t . (2.9)
Now the information of the external twistors is encoded into the contour, i.e., the condition
that the line joining ZA to ZB is real. We normalize the external twistors so that
Zi · Z¯∗ = 1 .
With this, the reality conditions are
0 = ZA · Z¯A = i(s0 − s¯0) , 0 = ZB · Z¯B = i (t0 − t¯0) , (2.10)
and
0 = ZA · Z¯B = i (s0 − t¯0)− iai−1 j−1 + sai j−1 + t¯ai−1 j + st¯aij
(1 + s)(1 + t¯)
, (2.11)
where we have set aij = iZi · Z¯j . A more explicit formula for these invariants is given
in (2.5). Thus the reality conditions imply that s0 and t0 are real and express s as a
Mobius transform of t¯, which depends on v = s0 − t0:
s = − t¯ (ai−1j − v) + ai−1j−1 − v
t¯ (ai j − v) + aij−1 − v . (2.12)
The (s0, t0, s, t) can be expressed as functions of (x0, xi, xj) as follows:
s0 =
−x20i
2[η|x0i|η¯〉 , t0 =
−x20j
2[η|x0j |η¯〉 , s =
〈i− 1|x0i|η]
〈i|x0i|η] , t =
〈j − 1|x0j |η]
〈j|x0j |η] , (2.13)
and these can be expressed dual conformal invariantly as
s0 =
(ZAZBZi−1Zi)
(Z∗ZAZBXi · Z¯∗) , s =
(Zi−1ZAZBZ∗)
(ZiZAZBZ∗)
, and i, s↔ j, t . (2.14)
These follow from the incidence relations, which correspond to
ZA = (λA,−ix0|λA〉), ZB = (λB,−ix0|λB〉) ,
Zi−1 = (λi−1,−ixi|i− 1〉) , Zi = (λi,−ixi|i〉) , (2.15)
– 9 –
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and i↔ j, together with Z∗ = (0, η) and 〈λi η¯〉 = 1. Writing (2.8) in spinor parts gives
λA =
λi−1 + sλi
1 + s
λB =
λj−1 + tλj
1 + t
, x0i|λA〉 = −s0η , x0j |λB〉 = −t0η. (2.16)
Multiplying the last two equations by x0i and x0j respectively and taking various compo-
nents etc., leads to (2.13).
The d log form of the loop integrand in (2.9) is a coordinate transformation of the
original Kermit integrand in (2.6). However, clearly (s0, t0, s, t) are redundant coordinates
for the real slice, so we will eliminate s in favour of t using the reality condition in (2.12).
We can then express x0j in terms of (s0, t0, t) directly by
x0j =
x2ij/2− vxij · n
[λ¯B|xij |λB〉 − v
λ¯BλB + t0n , where n = η¯η , v = s0 − t0 , (2.17)
where λB is given in terms of t, λj−1 and λj in (2.16) above. This is obtained by solving the
second and fourth equation in (2.16), and the difference of the first two equations of (2.13)
for x0j . Clearly a similar formula can be obtained in terms of s.
3 Evaluating Kermit
The d log form of the Kermit integrand is given in (2.9) with contour (2.10) and (2.12).
The variables s and t are complex and so ds/s and dt/t are integrable and unambiguous.
However, (s0, t0) are real so that the poles at s0, t0 = 0,∞ must be regulated. From (2.13),
we see that the (s0, t0) poles are related to those of physical propagators in space-time.
Hence, the Feynman i prescription for these poles will shift (s0, t0) into the complex plane.
After doing so, these real integrals will become well-defined.
3.1 On the i prescription and the real integrals
In terms of region momenta, the Feynman i prescription is simply
1
x20i
→ 1
x20i + i
,
1
x20j
→ 1
x20j + i
. (3.1)
This will follow from (2.13) if we take
s0 → s0 + ifi, t0 → t0 + ifj where fi = −1
2x0i · n , fj =
−1
2x0j · n . (3.2)
In terms of the (v, t) coordinates we obtain
fi =
v − [λ¯B|xij |λB〉
x2ij − 2xij · n[λ¯B|xij |λB〉
fj =
v − [λ¯B|xij |λB〉
x2ij − 2vxij · n
. (3.3)
A key point is that there is some decoupling in the integral because, from (2.17)
and (3.2), fi and fj depend only on v = s0− t0 and not s0 + t0, so that we can perform the
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t0 integral while holding v and t constant. Setting s0 = v + t0 we are therefore left with
an integral of the form ∫
dt0 dv
(t0 + ifj) (v + t0 + ifi)
F (v, t, t¯) dtdt¯ , (3.4)
where F , fi and fj , do not depend on t0. If fi and fj have the same sign, then the contour
can be contracted in the upper or lower half plane and the answer vanishes. If they have
opposite signs the contour integral picks up the residue at −v or 0 accordingly. The answer
therefore reduces to
2pii
∫ ∞
−∞
sgnfj θ(−fifj) dv
v + i(fi − fj) F (v, . . .) , (3.5)
where θ is the Heavyside step function.
In coordinates in which s is eliminated in favour of t, fi and fj depend on v and the step
function provides limits for the v integration as follows. Firstly, one can see immediately
from their definitions that fi and fj are positive to the future of the hypersurfaces at
x0i · n = 0 and x0j · n = 0 respectively and negative to their past. Thus θ(−fifj) is
supported in-between the two hypersurfaces and does not include infinity. Thus, fj has
a constant sign on the support of θ(−fifj) and indeed its sign is that of xji · n. This
sign, being constant, can be taken out of the integrand. It follows from (2.17) that the
hypersurfaces x0i · n = 0 and x0j · n = 0 give the following limits on the v-integral
x0j · n =
−vxij · n+ x2ij/2
[λ¯B|xij |λB〉 − v
= 0 when v = v∗ :=
x2ij
2xij · n (3.6)
and
x0i · n = x0j · n− xij · n = 0 when v = ±∞ . (3.7)
There is the possibility of a contribution from the pole at v = 0. However at v = 0
x0i · nx0j · n =
x2ij
(
x2ij − 2xij · n[λ¯B|xij |λB〉
)
4[λ¯B|xij |λB〉2
= −x2ij
|[η|xij |λB〉|2
2[λ¯B|xij |λB〉2
(3.8)
and this is positive in the Euclidean kinematic region usually considered, i.e., x2ij < 0.
Thus v = 0 lies outside the integration region and so does not contribute.
We will see later that the integrand vanishes as v → ∞, so no more prescriptions to
regulate the real integral need to be made and we can now set  = 0 (except for the divergent
diagrams that will be considered separately). Finally, noting that sgn v∗ = sgnxij · n in
our kinematic region, we see that the real integral reduces to
2pii
∫ ∞
v∗
dv
v
F (v, . . .) , v∗ > 0 or − 2pii
∫ v∗
−∞
dv
v
F (v, . . .) , v∗ < 0 . (3.9)
We will take the former case for definiteness in what follows.
As a final remark in this subsection we note that critical value v∗ of v can be expressed
dual conformal invariantly, up to the choice of the reference twistor as
v∗ =
Xi ·Xj
Z¯∗ ·Xi ·Xj · Z∗ =
aijai−1j−1 − aij−1ai−1j
aij + ai−1j−1 − ai−1j − aij−1 . (3.10)
Thus we have implemented the standard Feynman i prescription without having to break
dual conformal invariance.
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3.2 The complex integral
Since the limits of the v integral are independent of t, we can perform the t integrals first
and then finish with the v integral in (3.9).
The complex (s, t) integrals are relatively straightforward and we first give a toy
example, first shown to us by Nima Arkani-Hamed, which we will use later:
Lemma 1 ∫
Γ
ds
s
dt
t
= 4pii log
∣∣∣∣ ba
∣∣∣∣ where the contour Γ is s = c t¯− at¯− b . (3.11)
This can be seen by expressing the integrand on the contour as the exterior derivative of
log t d log
(
t¯− a
t¯− b
)
= log t
(
1
t¯− a −
1
t¯− b
)
dt¯ . (3.12)
However, this form must have a cut from t = 0 to t = ∞ and furthermore has poles at
t¯ = a and b. So in order to use Stokes theorem, we must cut out an -neighbourhood of
the cut and the poles. We can then use Stokes to reduce the integral to a contour integral
around each pole and the cut. The contour integral around the cut can then be reduced
to a line integral along the cut as the contribution from the logarithmic singularities at
the end vanishes as  → 0, whereas the jump across the cut is 2pii. The contributions
from the poles as  → 0 is similarly given as ∓2pii log t evaluated at the poles (noting the
anti-holomorphic dependence on t) yielding
2pii
(∫ ∞
0
d log
(
t¯− a
t¯− b
)
− log a¯+ log b¯
)
= −2pii
(
log
a¯
b¯
+ log
a
b
)
= 4pii log
|b|
|a| . (3.13)
In our context, the complex integral is precisely of this form, but the contour is given
by (2.12). With this choice of contour, the lemma for the complex integral gives
F (v) =
∫
Γ
dt
t
ds
s
= 4pii ln
∣∣∣∣(ai−1j − v) (aij−1 − v)(ai−1j−1 − v) (aij − v)
∣∣∣∣ . (3.14)
As promised, F (v)→ 0 as v →∞ and the v-integral that we are left with is∫ ∞
v∗
F (v) d ln v =
∫ ∞
v∗
4pii ln
∣∣∣∣(ai−1j − v) (aij−1 − v)(ai−1j−1 − v) (aij − v)
∣∣∣∣ d ln v. (3.15)
3.3 The answer for generic diagrams
From the standard definition of the dilog function we obtain the alternative formula
Li2x = −
∫ x
0
log
(
1− x′) dx′
x′
= −
∫ ∞
1/x
log
(
1− 1
x′′
)
dx′′
x′′
, (3.16)
where we have simply set x′′ = 1/x′. Our integral (3.15) breaks up into an alternating sum
of four such terms ∫ ∞
v∗
log
(
1− a
v
) dv
v
= −Li2 a
v∗
. (3.17)
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Hence, the integral in (3.15) reduces to
Kij = Li2
(
aij
v∗
)
+ Li2
(
ai−1j−1
v∗
)
− Li2
(
ai−1j
v∗
)
− Li2
(
aij−1
v∗
)
+ c.c. . (3.18)
In [31] we verified that (3.18) leads to the correct symbol for the 1-loop MHV amplitude.
In particular, we showed that standard expressions for the symbol of the 1-loop MHV
amplitude could be expressed as a sum over i, j of
(aij−1ai−1j − aijai−1j−1)⊗ aij−1ai−1j
aijai−1j−1
+ c.c.
which isolates those invariants appearing in Kij . This discussion is repeated in appendix C.
The formula (3.18) above reduces to this together with the terms
∆j
(
(aij − ai−1 j)⊗ aij
ai−1 j
)
+ ∆i
(
(aij − ai j−1)⊗ aij
ai j−1
)
+ c.c. (3.19)
where ∆ifij = fij − fi−1 j and ∆jfij = fij − fij−1 are difference operators, so that the sum
of such terms collapses telescopically.
Although the appearance of four dilogs in (3.18) is reminiscent of the four dilogs that
were obtained in [5, 23] for the 1-loop MHV amplitude using the CSW formalism and
null polygonal spacetime Wilson loops, respectively, the formulae in these references are
quite non-trivially different than ours. In particular, their formulae are not dual conformal
invariant up to the choice of the reference twistor and the reference twistor used in those
references is chosen so that its underlying spinor is one of the spinors in a 2-mass-easy box
that is related to the Kermit. As such, in appendix A.5, where we describe the detailed
relations of our formula to those of [5], we must work with one of their integral formulae
in order to verify our formula against theirs.
A final remark is that the structure that is at the root of the analysis of [5], and the
proof in [27] of the equivalence of Kermit integrand to the standard 1-loop MHV integrand,
is that Kermit can be expressed as a sum of four one mass boxes (the numerator factor in
the original momentum twistor representation of Kermit can be expressed as a sum of 4
terms that each cancels two of the poles leaving boxes [27]). This can be seen directly from
the d log form of the integrand (2.9) by observing that s and t are natural ratios s = si−1/si
and t = tj−1/tj , where
si−1 = 〈i− 1|x0i|η] , si = 〈i|x0i|η] , tj−1 = 〈j − 1|x0j |η] , tj = 〈j|x0j |η] , (3.20)
and this gives the decomposition into four terms. Furthermore, the decomposition into
the real part of four dilogs above can be seen to follow from this (although note that as
ordinarily expressed, the 1-mass boxes diverge, but the divergent parts cancel among the
four terms and is not seen in a generic Kermit).
4 Divergent diagrams
The usual infrared divergence arises from the v-integral, which becomes logarithmically
divergent when v∗ = 0 and this is then compounded by a divergence in the t integral
at v = 0 to make a log2 divergence. If i = j − 2, then aij−1 = 0, but v∗ 6= 0 and
the expression for Kermit in (3.18) is still finite. On the other hand, if i = j − 1, then
aij = ai−1j−1 = aij−1 = 0 so that v∗ = 0 and (3.18) diverges. This corresponds to a Wilson
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Figure 5. A propagator connecting two adjacent edges of the twistor Wilson loop. This diagram
diverges.
Figure 6. A propagator beginning and ending on the same edge of the twistor Wilson loop. This
diagram vanishes.
loop diagram in which the propagator connects two adjacent edges, as depicted in figure 5.
If i = j, the geometry in our setup of the dlog form of the integrand breaks down so we
must analyze this situation essentially from scratch. This situation corresponds to a Wilson
loop diagram in which the propagator begins and ends on the same edge (as depicted in
figure 6). Since the dual diagram contains a two-point MHV vertex at one end with no
external leg, this diagram must vanish. Hence, the only case that needs to be regulated is
i = j − 1. In order to make (3.18) well-defined, we will have to introduce a regulator. In
the following we use mass regulation [45].
4.1 Mass regularization
Various simplifications occur when i = j − 1; the contour Γ simplifies to become
s =
t¯ (ai−1i+1/v − 1)− 1
t¯+ 1
. (4.1)
Mass regularization requires that we replace (x0 − xi)2 → (x0 − xi)2 −m2, (x0 − xj)2 →
(x0 − xj)2 − m2. Combining this with the Feynman i prescription, we see that mass
regularization is equivalent to taking i → i − m2. Thus performing this shift in (3.2)
gives
1
2pii
∫ ∞
0
dv
∫
Γ
dt
t
ds
s
1
v + (i−m2) (fi − fi+1) (4.2)
where fi, fj are as defined above. Here we can no longer simply do the t integral using the
lemma above as fi and fj depend on t. This is not however too complicated when i = j−1,
since using xi i+1 = λ¯iλi in equation (3.3), we have
fi − fi+1 = −1
2
(
v + x2i i+2
∣∣1 + t−1∣∣−2)2
v x2i i+2 |1 + t−1|−2
.
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Figure 7. The two topologies of nonzero Wilson loop diagrams contributing to the 2-loop MHV
amplitude.
In appendix B, we compute the integral in (4.2) by expanding the integrand in m and
neglecting terms of O(m). In the end, we obtain
− 1
4
(
ln2
(
m2
x2ii+2
)
+ ln
(
x2i−1i+1
x2ii+2
)
ln
(
x2ii+2
))− 2pi2
3
+O(m). (4.3)
In appendix B, we also show that this expression reproduces the form of the 4-point 1-loop
MHV amplitude obtained in [44].
5 Higher loops
Our calculation of the 1-loop MHV amplitude from Kermit is in fact already a significant
first step in the computation of higher loop amplitudes. As a start, at two loops, every
diagram has at least one Kermit as a subdiagram and one can perform at least half the
integrals directly and this will be true of the majority of diagrams at higher loop order. In
general, it follows from the construction of the d log form given in [31] that it will always be
possible to associate two propagators to each vertex and obtain two real and two complex
d log integrals as for Kermit. The two real integrals will then need to be regulated via an
i prescription that will follow analogously to our arguments given here.
The general story at two-loops is still relatively simple and we sketch the calculation
of a non-trivial two-loop MHV-diagram using the techniques described in this paper. As
described in [31], there are only two topologies of nonzero twistor Wilson loop diagrams
corresponding to 2-loop MHV amplitudes. These are illustrated in figure 7. There are also
boundary versions of these diagrams, where one or two pairs of propagators end on the
same edge of the Wilson loop. From these, we can see that Kermit is in some sense a basic
building block for higher-loop loop amplitudes. For example, the diagram on the left in
figure 7 is simply given by the product of two Kermits and therfore has the form (Li2)
2.
A less trivial case is illustrated in figure 8. In this case, the amplitude does not factorize
into a product of two Kermits, and we will see that one obtains also polylogs of higher
degree such as Li4. The integral for the diagram in figure 8 is∫
ds1
s1
dt1
t1
ds2
s2
dt2
t2
ds3
s3 − s2
dt3
t3
ds4
s4
dt4
t4
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Figure 8. Boundary version of a Wilson loop diagram contributing to the 2-loop MHV amplitude.
where the momentum twistors are parametrized as follows:
ZA = Z∗ + t1 (Zi−1 + s1Zi) , ZB = Z∗ + t2 (Zj−1 + s2Zj)
ZC = Z∗ + t3 (Zj−1 + s3Zj) , ZD = Z∗ + t4 (Zk−1 + s4Zk) .
In this case, we can treat the right-hand Kermit in figure 8 as a standard Kermit, but one
in which the fixed twistors are (Zj−1 + s2Zj , Zj), and (Zk−1, Zk). This factor can be done
first leading to dilogs depending on s2. To implement this, we perform the following change
of variables (which incorporates those we used before to make the real poles apparent):
(s1, t1) =
(
−s,− i
s0 (1 + s)
)
, (s2, t2) =
(
t,− i
t0 (1 + t)
)
(s3, t3) =
(
u+ t,− i
u0 (1 + u+ t)
)
, (s4, t4) =
(
−w,− i
w0 (1 + w)
)
.
In terms of the new variables, the integral becomes∫
d ln s0 d ln t0 d ln t d ln s
∫
d lnu0 d lnw0 d lnud lnw (5.1)
where we have split the 2-loop integral into two factors, each of which is now very similar
to Kermit. In particular, the contour is determined by:
s0 = s¯0, t0 = t¯0, w0 = w¯0, u0 = u¯0
s =
t¯ (ai−1j + v−) + ai−1j−1 + v−
t¯ (aij + v−) + aij−1 + v−
(5.2)
w =
(u¯+ t¯) (ak−1j + y−) + ak−1j−1 + y−
(u¯+ t¯) (akj + y−) + akj−1 + y−
(5.3)
where
v± = s0 ± t0, y± = w0 ± u0. (5.4)
The u0, w0, u, w integrals in (5.1) can now be evaluated exactly as in the evaluation
of Kermit. This will yield a sum of dilogs which now depends on the variables (t, t¯), since
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Figure 9. The CSW diagram corresponding to the Wilson loop diagram in figure 8.
t¯ appears on the definition of the contour of the the u,w integral in (5.3). Hence, the
s0, t0, s, t integrals in (5.1) will be like those in Kermit, but with dilogs in the integrand. In
more detail, the integral in (5.1) has real poles in the variables s0, t0, w0, u0 and we must
make these well-defined using the Feynman i prescription. In terms of the the v±, y±
variables defined in (5.4) we have:∫
2 dv+ dv−
(v+ + v−) (v+ − v−)
∫
Γs
d ln td ln s
∫
2 dy+ dy−
(y+ + y−) (y+ − y−)
∫
Γw
d lnud lnw (5.5)
where Γs refers to the contour defined by (5.2) and Γw by (5.3). The real variables
(s0, t0, w0, u0) are related to the region momenta by
s0 =
x20i
2 [η|x0i |η¯〉 , t0 =
x20j
2 [η|x0j |η¯〉 , w0 =
x2
0˜k
2 [η|x0˜k |η¯〉
, u0 =
x2
0˜j
2 [η|x0˜j |η¯〉
where the region momenta are depicted in figure 9.
The i prescription then amounts to
v± → v± + i (fi ± fj) , y± → y± + i
(
f˜k ± f˜j
)
where
fi =
1
2x0i · η , fj =
1
2x0j · η , f˜k =
1
2x0˜k · η
, f˜j =
1
2x0˜j · η
.
We can now evaluate the (v+, y+) integrals in (5.5) as before to obtain
− 4pi2
∫ ∞
v∗
d ln v−
∫
Γs
d ln td ln s
∫ ∞
y∗
d ln y−
∫
Γw
d lnud lnw (5.6)
where
v∗ = −
x2ij
2xij · η , y∗ = −
x2jk
2xkj · η .
We now evaluate the (u,w) integrals using (3.11) and the y− integral using (3.17) to obtain∫ ∞
y∗
d ln y−
∫
Γw
d lnud lnw = −2pii
[
Li2
(
ak−1j
y∗
)
− Li2
(
akj
y∗
)
(5.7)
+Li2
(
(t¯akj + akj−1)
(t¯+ 1) y∗
)
− Li2
(
(t¯ak−1j + ak−1j−1)
(t¯+ 1) y∗
)
+c.c.
]
.
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Since the first two dilogs do not depend on t or t¯, when we perform the (v−, t, s) integrals
in (5.6) against these terms, the computation will be identical to that of Kermit, and we
will be left with terms of form (Li2)
2. On the other hand, integrating (v−, t, s) against the
second two terms in (5.7) and their complex conjugates is nontrivial and will yield Li4’s.
For example, we have integrals of the form∫ ∞
v∗
d ln v−
∫
Γ
d ln s d ln tLi2
(
at+ b
t+ 1
)
(5.8)
where (a, b) are constants and the contour Γ is defined by the reality constraint
s =
t¯− c(v−)
t¯− d(v−) ,
where (c(v−), d(v−)) are Mobius transformations of v− following from (5.2). Writing∫
Γ
d ln s d ln tLi2
(
at+ b
t+ 1
)
=
∫
Γ
d
(
ln sLi2
(
at+ b
t+ 1
)
d ln t
)
,
we see that the integral can be evaluated using Stokes theorem taking into account the
singularities. We find∫
Γ
d ln s d ln tLi2
(
at+b
t+1
)
= 2pii
[
ln
(
c(v−)
d(v−)
)
Li2(b) +
∫ d¯(v−)
c¯(v−)
d ln t Li2
(
at+ b
t+ 1
)
(5.9)
+ (b−a)
∫ ∞
1
dz
(a−z) (b−z) ln
(
(c(v−)+1) z−c(v−)a−b
(d(v−)+1) z−d(v−)a−b
)
ln z
]
.
The first term on the right comes from the pole at t = 0 (the residue of the pole at t =∞
vanishes), the second from the branch cut of ln s (which runs from s = 0 to s =∞), and the
third from the branch cut of the dilog in (5.8) (Li2(z) has a branch cut along the positive
z axis running from z = 1 to z =∞ with discontinuity 2pii ln |z|).
When the integral over v− in (5.8) is performed against the first term on the right
hand side of (5.9), one obtains functions of the form (ln)2 × Li2 and (Li2)2. Furthermore,
performing the t and z integrals in the second and third terms on the right hand side of (5.9)
will yield terms of transcendentality 3, notably terms of the form (ln)3, ln×Li2, and Li3.
Peforming the v− integral against these terms then yields functions of transcendentality 4
including Li4.
6 Conclusion
We have seen how to compute certain scattering amplitudes and correlation functions in
N = 4 sYM without Feynman parameters. The starting point is to express the loop
integrands in d log form. In our approach this is automatic for the MHV part of the
holomorphic Wilson loop in momentum twistor space to all loop orders, whose Feynman
rules can be written d log form [31]. An identical approach will work for the twistor
space formulation of amplitudes as given in [28] which gives formulae for amplitudes that
are remarkably similar to the formulae for the Wilson loop given here. The integration
variables in the d log form have a very simple geometric interpretation: they correspond
to insertion points of propagators onto MHV vertices or edges of the Wilson loop (and for
the amplitude in ordinary twistor space, they will be insertion points on just the MHV
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vertices). An alternative, and generically inequivalent d log form for the planar amplitudes
of N = 4 sYM was given using on-shell diagrams and the Grassmannian integral formula
in [32] (although this is essentially equivalent at 1-loop MHV). Our methods should apply
there also if one can identify the real poles corresponding to physical propagators from
amongst the unphysical complex poles.
The external data on which the answers depend are encoded in the integration con-
tours that arise from reality constraints in momentum twistor space. The main subtlety
that arises is the appropriate regularisation for the real poles that arise. Since these are
associated with physical propagators, the standard Feynman i prescription must be used.
This can be done explicitly and then the integrals become well-defined, and can be evalu-
ated using Stokes theorem. In the non-generic divergent case, mass regularization can be
implemented by including a mass together with the Feynman i.
This procedure leads to a simple expression for the generic ‘Kermit’ diagram which
remarkably turns out to be dual conformal invariant. Given that the Feynman i pre-
scription breaks dual conformal invariance, this did not need to be the case. This form of
the 1-loop MHV amplitude is nontrivially related to standard ones in the literature, as we
demonstrate in appendix A. Our method for computing the planar 1-loop MHV amplitude
appears to be both direct and simpler than previous methods. Furthermore, we provide
evidence in section 5 that this method will scale to higher loop amplitudes because Kermit
is a basic building block for many higher loop diagrams for the twistor Wilson loop. It
seems potentially tractable to use the techniques described here to carry out a complete
evaluation of the 2-loop MHV amplitudes and compare this with the results with [42, 43],
which obtained the differential of all planar 2-loop MHV amplitudes. The Regge limit of
higher loop MHV amplitudes might also provide a useful testing ground that would allow
easier evaluation to compare with the results of [46–48].
We believe that these methods can be used to compute loop amplitudes or correlation
functions more generally. In order to obtain the d log form we did not need to assume that
the diagrams were planar when computing the holomorphic Wilson loop. For the twistor
space computation of amplitudes in [28], planarity was again not assumed, and indeed
the basic framework extends to different amounts of supersymmetry. The straightforward
d log form did seem however to require the assumption that the amplitude be MHV, and
so extending the ideas beyond MHV remain a challenge. A different extension given in [32]
proposed an on-shell diagram formalism for the ABJM theory (a N = 6 superconformal
Chern-Simons theory in three dimensions [49]), and suggested that the loop integrands of
the amplitudes of this theory should also have a d log form. In [32], they also suggest
that the on-shell diagram formalism can be extended to 4d super Yang-Mills theories with
1 ≤ N ≤ 4, so it is conceivable that the integrands of loop amplitudes of these theories can
also be expressed in d log form and so these are directions for further investigation.
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A Comparison to known results
In this appendix, we will relate our result for the generic Kermit diagram in (3.18) to the
results of [5]. The planar 1-loop MHV amplitude for N = 4 sYM was computed in [5]
from MHV diagrams using the unitarity cut method. They found that the MHV diagram
in figure 1 can be separated into four pieces of the form:
1

∫
dz
z
∣∣∣∣∣P 2L;z4
∣∣∣∣∣
− (
1− azP 2L;z
)
+O () (A.1)
where  is the dimensional regularization parameter and
PL;z = xij − zη, az = pm1 · pm2
N (PL;z)
, N (P ) = −1
2
|〈m1|P |m2]|2 , (A.2)
where η is a reference momentum and (m1,m2) label two external legs. Kermit is obtained
by summing over (m1,m2)=(i, j), (i−1, j−1) and subtracting (m1,m2)=(i−1, j), (i, j−1).
We have
P 2L;z = 2n · xij (v∗ − z)
where n = η¯η and v∗ corresponds to
v∗ =
x2ij
2n · xij .
Since the integral over z in (A.1) is such that P 2L;z ≥ 0, this implies that the limits of the
integral are v∗ ≤ z ≤ ∞ (assuming 2n ·xij < 0). Expanding
(
1− azP 2L;z
)
in the integrand
of (A.1) to O() then gives∫ ∞
v∗
dz
z
(
1

∣∣∣∣∣P 2L;z4
∣∣∣∣∣
−
+ log
(
1− azP 2L;z
))
+O () . (A.3)
Recall that we defined the inner product between two external external twistors to be
am1m2 = iZm1 · Z¯m2 . In terms of spinors, this is given by
am1m2 =
〈m1|xij |m2]
〈m1η¯〉 [ηm2] . (A.4)
Plugging eqs. (A.1) and (A.4) into (A.3) we obtain∫ ∞
v∗
dz
z
ln
1 + pm1 · pm2
(
x2ij − 2zxij · n
)
2pm1 · npm2 · n |am1m2 + iz|2

where we have discarded the first (divergent) term in the integrand of (A.3), since it cancels
out among the four contributions to Kermit. Writing the above equation as∫ ∞
v∗
dz
z
[
− log |am1m2 − z|2 + log
(
|am1m2 − z|2 + 4pm1 · pm2n · xij (v∗ − z)
)]
(A.5)
we see that the first term has the same form the integral we obtained in (3.15) and gives our
result for Kermit after summing (m1,m2) = (i, j), (i−1, j−1) and subtracting (m1,m2) =
(i− 1, j), (i, j − 1). Let’s focus on the second term.
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The integral of the second term in (A.5) is given by:∫ ∞
v∗
dz
z
ln
[
z2+(i (am2m1−am1m2)−4pm1 · pm2n · xij) z+|am1m2 |2+4v∗pm1 · pm2n · xij
]
.
(A.6)
Note that the polynomial can be expressed in factorized form as follows:(
z − pm1 · xij
pm1 · n
)(
z − pm2 · xij
pm2 · n
)
.
Hence, (A.6) reduces to∫ ∞
v∗
dz
z
[
ln
(
z − pm1 · xij
pm1 · n
)
+ ln
(
z − pm2 · xij
pm2 · n
)]
which clearly vanishes after summing over (m1,m2) = (i, j), (i− 1, j − 1) and subtracting
(m1,m2) = (i − 1, j), (i, j − 1). Thus, the integral we obtained in (3.15) is equivalent
(although nontrivially so) to that obtained in [5].
B Details of mass regularization
We rescale
m˜2 =
m2
x2i i+2
, v → x2i i+2v, and a˜ =
ai−1i+1
x2i i+2
=
〈i− 1 i〉
〈i i+ 1〉 . (B.1)
Setting  = 0 in (4.2) gives
1
2pii
∫ ∞
0
dv
∫
Γ
d ln td ln s
v + m˜2
(
v +
∣∣1 + t−1∣∣−2)2
v |1 + t−1|−2

−1
. (B.2)
The contour is defined by
s =
t¯ (a˜/v − 1)− 1
t¯+ 1
. (B.3)
If we set α(t) = |1 + t−1|−1, then (B.2) becomes
1
2pii
∫ ∞
0
∫
Γ
dv
dt
t
ds
s
vα2
v2α2 + m˜2(v + α2)2
. (B.4)
Note that
vα2
v2α2 + m˜2 (v + α2)2
=
α
2
(
1
vα+ im˜ (v + α2)
+ c.c.
)
. (B.5)
Plugging eqs. (B.3) and (B.5) into (B.4) gives
a˜
4pii
∫
dt¯
t¯+ 1
dt
t
α
∫ ∞
0
dv
t¯a˜− (t¯+ 1) v
(
1
(α+ im˜) v + im˜α2
+ m˜→ −m˜
)
. (B.6)
The v integral in (B.6) can be evaluated using the formula∫ ∞
0
dv
(av + b) (cv + d)
=
1
ad− bc ln
(
ad
bc
)
.
Performing the v integral in (B.6) gives
− 1
4pii
∫
dt¯
t¯+ 1
dt
t
α
[
1
im˜
a˜ α
2 (t¯+ 1) + (α+ im˜) t¯
ln
(
− im˜α
2 (t¯+ 1)
(α+ im˜) a˜t¯
)
+ m˜→ −m˜
]
. (B.7)
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If we now perform the following change of variables
q =
(
t¯−1 + 1
)
/a˜
the integral in (B.7) becomes
− 1
4pii
∫
dqdq¯
q (q¯ − 1/¯˜a)
(1 + im˜|q| (|a˜|2 + 1/q¯)|a˜|
)−1
ln
(
− im˜|q||a˜|q¯ (1 + im˜|a˜q|)
)
+ m˜→ −m˜
 .
Expanding the denominator of the loagarithm in m˜ and setting q = reiθ leads to further
simplifications:
1
4pi
∫
drdθ
r − eiθ/¯˜a
[(
1 +
im˜
|a˜|
(
|a˜|2r + eiθ
))−1
ln
(
− im˜|a˜| e
iθ
)
+ m˜→ −m˜
]
+O (m˜) .
Performing the integral over polar coordinates then gives
− 1
4
ln m˜2 +
1
4
ln2 |a˜|2 − 1
2
ln ¯˜a
(
ln |a˜|2 + lnx2ii+2
)− 2pi2
3
+O (m˜) . (B.8)
In obtaining this result, we noted that a˜ = 〈i−1i〉〈ii+1〉 , so terms which are linear in ln a˜ or ln ¯˜a
cancel out telescopically when we sum over all pairs of adjacent edges of the Wilson loop.
Furthermore, this sum will also give a contribution corresponding to the complex conjugate
of (B.8), so we can replace ln ¯˜a→ 12 ln |a˜|2 in that equation. We are then left with
− 1
4
(
ln2
(
m2
x2ii+2
)
+ ln
(
x2i−1i+1
x2ii+2
)
ln
(
x2ii+2
))− 2pi2
3
+O(m), (B.9)
where we plugged in the definitions of m˜ and a˜.
For the case of four external legs, when (B.9) is summed over all pairs of adjacent
edges we obtain
− ln2 m
2
s
− ln m
2
t
+ ln2
s
t
− 16pi
2
3
= −2 ln m
2
s
ln
m2
t
− 16pi
2
3
where s and t are Mandelstam variables. This agrees with the result for the 4-point 1-loop
MHV amplitude obtained in [44] up to the constant term.
C The symbol of the 1-loop MHV amplitude
According to [42], the symbol of the remainder term in the MHV amplitude is
dRn =
∑
ij
log ui j−1 j i−1 d log(i− 1 i i+ 1 j) ui j−1 j i−1 =
x2i j−1x
2
j i−1
x2ijx
2
i−1 j−1
.
Kermit can only know about the linesXi andXj but up to normalisation (i−1 i i+1j) = aji.
So decomposing and resumming, we can decompose into the parts of the symbol Kermit
must provide as follows
dRn =
∑
ij
log(i− 1 i j − 1 j) d log ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1
(C.1)
to better conform with our notation, note that using reality we can write
(i− 1 i j − 1 j) = aj−1 iaj i−1 − aj−1 i−1aji.
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So (C.1) reduces to the differential equation
dRn =
∑
ij
log(aj−1 iaj i−1 − aj−1 i−1aji) d log ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1
=
∑
ij
(
log
(
1− aj−1 i−1aji
aj−1 iaj i−1
)
+ log(aj−1 iaj i−1)
)
d log
ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1
=
∑
ij
dLi2
(
ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1
)
− 1
2
d(log(aj−1 iaj i−1))2 + log(aj−1 iaj i−1) d log(ajiaj−1 i−1)
= d
∑
ij
Li2
(
ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1
)
+
1
2
log(aj−1 iaj i−1) log
(
ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1
)
using dLi2x = − log(1−x) d log x and some resumming. This is not quite a sum of functions
of of the invariant uji =
ajiaj−1 i−1
aj−1 iaj i−1 including the log
2 term, so this superficially depends
on the scalings, but becomes independent of the scaling of the individual twistors only in
the sum.
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